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Hoben’s “Footfalls” exhibit continues at BlackRock
Michele Hoben earned a degree in Architecture from the

BlackRock Center for the Arts
Registration is now open for Spring
classes in music, dance, theatre,
and visual arts for all ages.
Click here for a list of classes

University of Michigan. While there, she studied painting and
photography. Even though she was an architect for decades,
her lifelong love of painting was too much to ignore, and
gave up the building for painting 12 years ago.
Her solo exhibit, “Footfalls,” is currently on display at the

ADVERTISEMENT

BlackRock Center for the Arts in Germantown.

What causes tornados?

Hoben’s mixedmedia paintings explore the world of footfalls
— or the sound of footsteps. Her years as an architect tend to

BlackRock Center for the Arts
Michele Hoben’s “Crosswalk 1,” is on display as part of
Hoben’s “Footfalls” exhibit at the BlackRock Center for the
Arts in Germantown.

What's the difference between a
storm watch and a storm warning?
Email weather@gazette.net with your weatherrelated
questions and they may be answered by an NBC4
meteorologist.
Click here to ask your question!
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help, though, as she finds beauty in fractured concrete
sidewalks, blistered paint on crosswalk lines, fissured

asphalt, crumbled cobblestones, and rusted steel manhole covers.
Hoben investigates the structural decay underfoot and recognizes the beauty in materials that have succumbed to the
unforeseen forces of nature and physics.
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“Footfalls,” is on display now through Dec. 19 in the Terrace Gallery at BlackRock.
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For more information, visit blackrockcenter.org or call 3015282260.
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